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1. Introduction
A class C of groups is countably recognizable if G ∈ C for every group G that has all countable subgroups lying in C. The
formal investigation of countable recognizabilitywas initiated by Baer in [1], and several subsequent articles have addressed
this topic; the reader is referred to [2] for a list of some of these papers. In [2] it was shown that certain ‘‘class extensions’’
are countably recognizable: denoting byS,N the classes of soluble and nilpotent groups respectively, and byR the class of
groups of finite (Prüfer–Mal’cev) rank,wehave from [2] that the classesRS,RN,SR andNR are all countably recognizable.
Furthermore, if (for arbitrary positive integers r, d, c) Rr denotes the class of groups of rank at most r and Sd,Nc denote
the classes of soluble groups of derived length at most d and nilpotent groups of class at most c respectively, then each of
the classes RrSd,RrNc is easily shown to be countably recognizable. For the two companion classes SdRr and NcRr we
were able in [2] to establish the following: if G is a group in which every countable subgroup belongs toSdRr (respectively
NcRr ) then there are integers r∗ and d∗ (respectively r∗ and c∗), each depending on r and d only (respectively, on r and c
only), such that G ∈ Sd∗Rr∗ (respectively, G ∈ Nc∗Rr∗ ). Themain purpose of the present article is to establish the countable
recognizability of each of the classes (LN)R and R(LN) where LN is the class of locally nilpotent groups. The first of these
results is very easy to prove if one uses Theorem 4 of [3] (presented also as Proposition 2.1 of [2]), as we now verify. The class
LN is countably recognizable and is closed under forming products of (possibly infinitely many) normal subgroups, while
subgroups and homomorphic images of LN-groups are also in LN. The classesR andRr too are countably recognizable and
closed under forming subgroups. Theorem4 of [3] therefore applies, and since the above remarks on locally nilpotent groups
are true also for locally polycyclic groups we have the following.
Theorem 1. Let X be either the class of locally nilpotent groups or the class of locally polycyclic groups, and suppose that G is a
group in which every countable subgroup belongs to the class XR (respectively XRr ). Then G ∈ XR (respectively XRr ).
Now it is well known that the class of locally soluble groups is not closed with respect to forming normal joins
(see Theorem 8.19.1 of [4] for an example due to Philip Hall), and so Theorem 4 of [3] does not give us the countable
recognizability of either of the classes (LS)R, (LS)Rr . Similarly, it appears to be unknown whether a join of normal locally
soluble minimax groups inherits this property (see [5,6] for some discussion on this question), while not even a finite
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group generated by two normal supersoluble groups need be supersoluble. Accordingly, there are a few questions arising
from Theorem 1 above that are left open here, though for the associated classes RX some further progress is exhibited by
Theorem 2.
We note that a solubleminimax group has finite rank, because an abelianminimax group does, while a finitely generated
soluble groupof finite rank isminimax, as follows fromTheorem10.38 of [4]. Thus the class of locally solubleminimax groups
is precisely the class of locally soluble groups that are locally of finite rank. It is also the case that a group G of finite rank is
locally soluble if and only if it is a radical group, that is, the series of iterated Hirsh–Plotkin radicals reaches G. For these and
related results the reader is referred to Section 10.3 of [4]. We are now in a position to state our main result.
Theorem 2. Let X be the class of all P-groups, where P is any one of the following group-theoretic properties: locally soluble
minimax, locally polycyclic, locally nilpotent, locally supersoluble. Suppose that G is a group in which every countable
subgroup belongs to the classRX. Then G ∈ RX. Furthermore, if every countable subgroup belongs to the classRrX then there is
an integer r∗ depending only on r such that G ∈ Rr∗X.
We shall see that, in the case of locally soluble minimax, r∗ may be taken to be r . In the other cases the bounds are quite
easy to specify, but it does not seem worth doing so here as it is most unlikely that any is close to being the best possible.
Indeed, perhaps the best bound is r in each case. Although it has not been decided herewhether the classR(LS) is countably
recognizable, we shall see that a partial solution to this problem assists us significantly with the proof of Theorem 2 (see
Proposition 2.1). Each of the results above is really about the ‘‘bounded rank case’’, just as in [2]. More precisely, we have
the following easy result.
Lemma 1.1. Let X be a class of groups that is closed with respect to forming subgroups and suppose that G is a group in which
every countable subgroup lies in the class XR (respectively, RX.) Then there is a positive integer r such that every countable
subgroup of G lies in XRr (respectively,RrX).
Proof. We consider the case XR; the other case is similar. Assume that the result is false. For each positive integer r there
is a countable subgroup Hr of G such that Hr 6∈ XRr , but H := 〈Hr : r ≥ 1〉 ∈ XRs for some s and Hs inherits this property
from H , a contradiction. 
Later we will be using the following straightforward generalization of Theorem 4 of [3]. (We remark that the subgroup
denoted N in our result is just the group G in [3], while the hypothesis on direct products introduced below is to ensure
‘‘R0-closure’’, that is, we require X/(Y ∩ Z) to lie in Xwhenever X/Y and X/Z are in X.).
Proposition 1.2. Let X, be countably recognizable classes of groups such that is closed under forming normal subgroups
andX is closed under forming subgroups, homomorphic images and direct products of finite sets of subgroups. Suppose that every
countable subgroup of the group G lies in X and let N be a normal subgroup of G such that G/N ∈ X. Let R denote the subgroup
generated by all G-invariant -subgroups of N. Then G/R ∈ X.
Proof. Let S be an arbitrary countable subgroup of G and let x ∈ (S∩N)\R. Then 〈x〉G 6∈ and sowemay choose a countable
subgroup Kx of G such that 〈x〉Kx 6∈ . Let H be a countable subgroup of G that contains S ∪ {Kx : x ∈ (S ∩ N) \ R}. There
is a normal -subgroup V of H such that H/V ∈ X and, by the closure properties of X, we have H/(H ∩ N) ∈ X and then
H/(V ∩N) ∈ X. If y ∈ S∩V ∩N then y ∈ R, for if y 6∈ R then Ky exists and 〈y〉Ky 6∈ , but 〈y〉Ky ≤ 〈y〉H ≤ (V ∩N)H ≤ V ∈ ,
a contradiction. Thus S ∩ V ∩ N ≤ R, and so S/(S ∩ R) is a homomorphic image of S/(S ∩ V ∩ N) ∼= S(V ∩ N)/(V ∩ N) ≤
H/(V ∩ N) ∈ X. Thus S/(S ∩ R) ∈ X, which means that SR/R ∈ X. Since S was arbitrary and X is countably recognizable it
follows that G/R ∈ X, as required. 
2. The classR(LS)
In this sectionweestablish the following. (By Lemma1.1, every group in the classR(LS) lies inRr(LS) for some integer r .)
Proposition 2.1. Let G be a group in which every countable subgroup belongs to the classRr(LS), where r is some fixed positive
integer. Then there are normal subgroups L,N of G such that L ≤ N, L has rank at most r,G/N ∈ LS and N/L is a product of
G-invariant periodic locally nilpotent groups of rank at most r and hence of p-groups of this type, for certain primes p.
Throughout this section, Gwill be a group that satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1; further notation will be fixed
as we proceed. We begin with a result that is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4 of [3].
Lemma 2.2. Let K = 〈Kλ : Kλ C G and Kλ ∈ Rr〉. Then G/K ∈ LS.
Fromnowon,N will denote a subgroup ofG that is a product ofG-invariantRr -subgroupsUλ, λ ∈ Λ, such thatG/N ∈ LS.
Our aim is to show that N (and L) may be chosen so that the conclusion of the proposition holds.
Lemma 2.3. Let N1 = 〈U ′λ : λ ∈ Λ〉. Then N/N1 is soluble.
Proof. We may assume that N1 = 1 and hence that each Uλ is abelian and N is locally nilpotent. For each λ, let Tλ be the
torsion subgroup of Uλ, so that Tλ is normal in G and if T is the product of all Tλ then each TUλ/T is G-invariant, torsion-
free abelian and of rank at most r . Since N is locally nilpotent it follows that TUλ/T ≤ Zr(N/T ) for each λ and hence that
N/T is nilpotent (of class at most r). It remains to show that T is soluble, and for this purpose we may suppose that T is a
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p-group for some prime p and show that T is soluble of r-bounded derived length. Certainly the product of finitely many Tλ
is nilpotent, since each Uλ is abelian, and so the divisible radical D of T is central; thus we may factor by D and suppose that
each Tλ is finite. But now T is the product of normal r-generator abelian subgroups and therefore, by Lemma 7.45 of [4], it
has r-bounded derived length, as required. 
If X is an arbitrary locally soluble group of rank r then, by Lemma 10.39 of [4], there is an integer n depending only on
r such that X (n) (the nth term of the derived series of X) is periodic and locally nilpotent. Clearly S(LS) = LS, and so by
Lemma 2.3 and an easy induction we have the following.
Corollary 2.4. Let d be an arbitrary positive integer and let Nd = 〈U (d)λ : λ ∈ Λ〉. Then N/Nd is soluble and hence G/Nd is locally
soluble. Furthermore, if S is an arbitrary G-invariant subgroup of N such that N/S is locally soluble then, with n = n(r) as above,
NnS/S is periodic and locally nilpotent (since each of the normal subgroups U
(n)
λ S/S has this property).
For each λ ∈ Λ, denote by Rλ the locally soluble residual of Uλ, that is, the intersection of all Vλ with Uλ/Vλ locally
soluble. If F is an arbitrary finitely generated subgroup of Uλ/Rλ then F is residually soluble and, again with n as above,
F (n) is residually both periodic and locally nilpotent. If now F0 is an arbitrary finitely generated subgroup of F (n) then F0 is
residually finite and of finite rank and so, by [7], F0 is almost locally soluble and hence almost soluble, that is, F0/F1 is finite
for some soluble normal subgroup F1. Choosing F1 maximal with this property and observing that F0/F1 is then residually
soluble we deduce that F0 is soluble. Thus F (n) is locally soluble and of finite rank, so it is a radical group, and therefore F is
radical and of finite rank and hence locally soluble, hence soluble. Thus we have established that, for every λ ∈ Λ,Uλ/Rλ
is locally soluble. Furthermore, Uλ/Rλ is now seen to be a radical group, and so Uλ/R′λ is radical and hence locally soluble,
which shows that Rλ = R′λ, that is, Rλ is perfect.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. With the notation thatwe have established so far, we see fromCorollary 2.4 thatNnS/S is periodic
and locally nilpotent modulo S, for every G-invariant subgroup S of N with N/S locally soluble. Set L = 〈Rλ : λ ∈ Λ〉. Since
each Rλ is perfect, so is L. Also, N/L is the product of the normal subgroups UλL/L, each of which is radical and therefore has
a characteristic series with locally nilpotent factors, and it follows that N/L is radical. Since N/L is also locally of finite rank
it is locally soluble, and so NnL/L is periodic and locally nilpotent. By Corollary 2.4 G/Nn is locally soluble and, replacing N
by Nn, it suffices to show that L has rank at most r .
Suppose that the result is false and let M be a finitely generated subgroup of L with rank greater than r . (Observe that
L is locally of finite rank—indeed, N has this property.) Since L is perfect we may embed M0 := M in M ′1 for some finitely
generated subgroup M1 of L. Iterating, we are able to construct a subgroup H of M that is the ascending union of finitely
subgroups Mi of L satisfying Mi ≤ M ′i+1 for each i ≥ 0. Clearly H is perfect; since it is also countable there is a countable
subset Γ of Λ and, for each λ ∈ Γ , a countable subgroup Hλ of Rλ such that H ≤ J := 〈Hλ : λ ∈ Γ 〉. We have
H ≤ J = 〈Rλ ∩ J : λ ∈ Γ 〉, with each Rλ ∩ J normal in J and of rank at most r . By hypothesis J has a normal subgroup
I of rank at most r such that J/I is locally soluble.
As before we have each (Rλ ∩ J)(n) periodic and locally nilpotent modulo I and, just as for Corollary 2.4, some term of the
derived series of J/I is contained in a product of normal J/I-invariant locally finite p-groups of rank at most r , for certain
primes p. But such a product is (divisible abelian)-by-FC and hence abelian-by-central-by-residually (finite nilpotent). Thus
J/I is metabelian-by-residually (finite nilpotent)-by-soluble, and so HI/I too has this property. However, H is perfect, and
we deduce that H ≤ I , which has rank at most r. But this contradicts the choice of M, and so L has rank at most r . This
completes the proof of Proposition 2.1. 
3. Some further preliminaries
Before proceeding to the proof of our main theorem we introduce a couple of lemmas, the second of which is certainly
well known. In the proof of our first result we refer to isolators in locally nilpotent groups—a discussion of this topic is to be
found in [8], but all we need here are one or two of the most basic properties.
Lemma 3.1. Let r be a positive integer, let X be the class of locally-P groups, where P is one of the proper-
ties polycyclic, supersoluble, nilpotent, and let G be a group in which every countable subgroup lies in RrX. Suppose that
N is a normal subgroup of G generated by G-invariant subgroups Uλ, λ ∈ Λ, such that each Uλ has rank at most r and G/N ∈ X.
If N is torsion-free locally nilpotent then there is a G-invariant subgroup U of N with U of rank at most r and G/U ∈ X.
Proof. First observe that each Uλ is countable as it is locally nilpotent and of finite rank. Thus, if H is an arbitrary countable
subgroup of G, then there is a countable subgroupM of N , generated by some of the Uλ, such that H ∩N ≤ M . Let I = IN(M),
the isolator of M in N; this is G-invariant since M is. Set H0 = HI . Then H0 ∩ N = I and H0/I ∈ X. Thus we see that G
has a local system L consisting of all countable subgroups H such that H ∩ N is a G-invariant isolated subgroup of N and
H/(H ∩ N) ∈ X for all such H . Each H ∈ L has a normal subgroup VH of rank at most r such that H/VH ∈ X. Since G/N ∈ X
wemay choose VH to be contained in N , and since H ∩ N is isolated in N and IH∩N(VH) has the same rank (i.e Hirsch length)
as VH , we may assume that VH is isolated in N. Furthermore (for each H), among all such VH we may choose UH of minimal
rank subject to these conditions, and UH is now uniquely determined by H , for if H/A and H/B are in X, with both A and B
isolated in N , then H/(A ∩ B) ∈ X and A ∩ B is also isolated. Now choose H∗ ∈ L so that the rank of UH∗ is maximal. The
set L∗ = {H ∈ L : H∗ ≤ H} is again a local system for G, with every countable subgroup of G contained in some H ∈ L∗.
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If H ∈ L∗ then H∗/(UH ∩ UH∗) ∈ X, which shows that UH∗ ≤ UH and hence (by maximality) that UH = UH∗ . It follows that
UH∗ is normal in G and, since X is a countably recognizable class, that G/UH∗ ∈ X. Finally, setting U = UH∗ we see that the
lemma is proved. 
It may be worth remarking that the above proof goes through for any class X that is {S,Q , R0}-closed (as was the class X
of Proposition 1.2).
Lemma 3.2. Let F be a finitely generated soluble minimax group and suppose that F has a periodic normal subgroup L such that
F/L is polycyclic. Then F is polycyclic.
Proof. L/L′ is finitely generated as an F-group and so has finite exponent. Since it also has finite rank it is finite, so F/L′ is
polycyclic. The result follows by induction on the derived length of L. 
4. The proof of Theorem 2
In view of Lemma 1.1 we may in each case suppose that our group G has every countable subgroup in the class RrX,
where r is fixed.
(i) Suppose first that X is the class of locally soluble minimax groups. With the notation of Proposition 2.1, it suffices
to show that G/L is locally a soluble minimax group, and we may as well assume that L = 1. If F is an arbitrary finitely
generated subgroup of G then F ∩ N is locally nilpotent and F/(F ∩ N) is soluble, so that F is a radical group. By hypothesis
it is also rank r-by-soluble minimax, so it has finite rank, and since a radical group of finite rank is locally soluble minimax
we have F soluble minimax, as required.
(ii) Now let X be the class of locally polycyclic groups. Since polycyclic groups are soluble minimax, we may use (i) to
suppose thatG is locally solubleminimax, by setting L = 1. There is a normal subgroupN ofG that is generated byG-invariant
Rr -subgroups Uλ, λ ∈ Λ, such that G/N ∈ X. As before, for each non-negative integer d we let Nd = 〈U (d)λ : λ ∈ Λ〉. Then
each factor Nd/Nd+1 is a product of G-invariant abelian subgroups and therefore locally nilpotent. Also as before there is
an integer n depending only on r such that each U (n)λ is periodic and locally nilpotent, and so Nn too is periodic and locally
nilpotent. Let T0/N1 be the torsion subgroup of N/N1. Then N/T0 is torsion-free locally nilpotent and G-invariant, and by
Lemma 3.1 there is a G-invariant subgroup X0 such that T0 ≤ X0 ≤ N, X0/T0 ∈ Rr and G/X0 ∈ X. By Proposition 1.2, if R0
denotes the product of all G-invariantRr -subgroups of X0 then G/R0 ∈ X.
Next we observe that R0N1/N1 is locally nilpotent and of torsion-free rank at most r , so there is a subgroup V0 of R0,
generated by at most r G-invariantRr-subgroups, and hence of rank at most r2, such that R0N1/V0N1 is periodic. Using bars
to denote factor groups modulo V0 we have R0N1/N1 periodic and G/R0N1 ∈ X, and so G/N1 ∈ X, by Lemma 3.2. We may
now apply the same argument to the group G, with N1 in place of N , and we deduce that there is a G-invariant subgroup V1
of N1, with V0 ≤ V1 and V1/V0 of rank at most r2, such that G/N2V1 ∈ X. Continuing in this manner, we obtain eventually
a G-invariant subgroup Vn−1 of Nn−1 such that Vn−1 has rank at most nr2 and G/NnVn−1 ∈ X. But Nn is periodic and so
G/Vn−1 ∈ X, by Lemma 3.2. Since n depends only on r , the result follows.
(iii) Next, letX be the class of locally nilpotent groups. By the abovewemay assume that G is locally polycyclic. As before,
there is a normal subgroup N of G that is generated by G-invariantRr -subgroups Uλ, λ ∈ Λ, such that G/N ∈ X. Let H be an
arbitrary countable subgroup of G and letM be an arbitrary countable subgroup of N that contains H ∩ N and is generated
by some subset of the Uλ; setting H0 = HM, we have H0 ∩ N = M . (Here we have used the fact that each Uλ is countable.)
There is a normal Rr-subgroup L of H0 with H0/L ∈ X, and since H0/(H0 ∩ N) ∈ X we may choose L to be contained in M .
If K/L is the torsion subgroup ofM/L thenM/K is generated by G-invariant torsion-free locally nilpotent subgroups of rank
at most r . Now each of these subgroups lies in Zr(H0/K), since H0/K ∈ X, and so [M ,r H] ≤ K . As L has rank at most r we
see that [M ,r H] has torsion-free rank at most r , and by the arbitrariness of H andM it follows that [N ,r G] has torsion-free
rank at most r . Note that G/[N ,r G] ∈ X and that [N ,r G] is the product of the G-invariant subgroups [Uλ ,r G]. There is an
r-element subset Γ ofΛ such that [N ,r G]/W is periodic, whereW = 〈[Uλ ,r G] : λ ∈ Γ 〉. SinceW has rank bounded by r2
we may factor and, replacing each Uλ by [Uλ ,r G] if necessary we may assume that N is locally finite.
It is straightforward to show that a locally finite group with every countable (or even finite) subgroup inRrX belongs to
RrX, and in any case we may appeal to Corollary 1 of [3]. Thus the X-residual N∗ of N has rank at most r. Again because N
is locally finite, N/N∗ ∈ X and, factoring by N∗, we may assume that N ∈ X; clearly we may now suppose that each Uλ is
a p-group for some prime p = p(λ). Every finitely generated subgroup of G is polycyclic and periodic-by-nilpotent, so G is
locally (finite-by-nilpotent).
Now let V denote the X-residual of G and let F be an arbitrary finitely generated subgroup of G/V . Then F is finite-by-
nilpotent and residually nilpotent, so it is nilpotent; thus G/V ∈ X, and the result will follow if we can show that V has rank
at most 2r. For this purpose there is nothing lost in assuming that V is a p-group for some prime p (since V ≤ N .) Let X be
an arbitrary countable subgroup of G and denote by RX the X-residual of X and by DX the divisible component of RX . Since
RX ∈ Rr and is contained in V it is Černikov, and RX/DX is finite and of rank at most r . If H ≤ K ≤ G where K is countable,
then RH ≤ RK and DH ≤ DK , and if we choose a countable subgroup H∗ so that the rank of DH∗ is maximal then DH∗ = DK
for every countable subgroup K that contains H∗, and so DH∗ C G. We shall prove that V/DH∗ ∈ Rr , and for this we may set
DH∗ = 1 and hence assume that RK is finite for every countable subgroup K that contains H∗.
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If there is no upper bound for the orders of RK then we may choose such subgroups K1, K2, . . .. with the order of RKi
increasingwith i, and since the subgroup generated by all theKi is also countable (and containsH∗)we obtain a contradiction.
Thus we may choose a countable subgroup K∗ that contains H∗ and has |RK∗ | of maximal order subject to this condition.
Arguing as for the subgroup DH∗ above, we deduce that Y := RK∗ is normal in G. The set of all countable subgroups S of G
that contain K∗ forms a local system for G such that every S/Y is residually in X and hence in X, since G is locally (finite-by-
nilpotent). It follows that G/Y ∈ X and hence (since Y ≤ V ) that Y = V . But Y ∈ Rr , and the result follows.
(iv) Finally, suppose that X is the class of locally supersoluble groups. By (ii) we may assume that G is locally polycyclic.
By Proposition 1.2 there is a subgroup N of G′ generated by G-invariant Rr -subgroups such that G/N ∈ X. Every countable
subgroup of G′ is contained in the derived subgroup of some countable subgroup of G, and since the derived subgroup of a
supersoluble group is nilpotent we deduce that every countable subgroup of G′ is (rank r)-by-locally nilpotent. By (iii) there
is a normalRr -subgroup K of N such that N/K ∈ X.
Let S denote the torsion-free locally nilpotent residual ofN; sinceN/S is torsion-free andR-by-locally nilpotent it follows
easily that N/S is locally nilpotent. By Lemma 3.1 there is a G-invariant Rr -subgroup L/S of N/S such that G/L ∈ X, and by
Proposition 1.2 there is a subgroup M of L that is generated by G-invariant Rr -subgroups Mλ, λ ∈ Λ, such that G/M ∈ X.
There is a subgroupM∗ ofM generated by r of the subgroupsMλ such thatMS/M∗S is periodic (and locally nilpotent). Write
Z = M ∩ S ∩ K , which has rank at most r . SinceM/(M ∩ K) andM/(M ∩ S) are locally nilpotent, so isM/Z . Also, S/(S ∩ K)
is periodic and, moduloM∗, so isM/(M ∩ S) and henceM/Z . Factoring byM∗ if necessary, we may therefore assume thatM
has a normal Rr -subgroup Z such that M/Z is periodic and locally nilpotent. Certainly every finitely generated (and hence
polycyclic) subgroup of Z has Hirsch length at most r , and as before there is a G-invariantRr2-subgroupM∗∗ ofM such that
M/M∗∗ is periodic, and we may factor as before, so thatM is now periodic and G is periodic-by-X.
If V denotes the X-residual of G then V is periodic. Every finitely generated subgroup of G/V is polycyclic and periodic-
by-supersoluble, hence finite-by-supersoluble and hence supersoluble. ThusG/V ∈ X, and it suffices to bound the rank of V .
By Proposition 1.2 and the fact that V is the X-residual, V is a product of G-invariantRr -subgroups Vλ. The locally nilpotent
residual V∗ of G′ is normal in G and of rank at most r , and since G′/V is locally nilpotent we have V∗ ≤ V , so we may factor
by V∗. But now every finitely generated subgroup of V is finite and residually nilpotent and hence nilpotent, so there is no
loss in assuming that V is a p-group for some prime p. An argument as in (iii) now shows that V has rank at most 2r , and
this concludes the proof of the theorem. 
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